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perform a TERMINATE ERROR or TERMINATE DISCONNECT' if 
RETRY count :c:' O. 

Indicated REQUEST will maintain the cursor "position as 
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REQUEST if RETRY count = O. 
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The Network Definition Langua9e <NOL> Library consists of 
procedures used in the operation of terminals that interface with 
81800/81700 series computers. The library is a source language 
library that contains the REQUESTS ano CONTROLS necessary to 
handle co•mon line disciplines for the terminal devices 
referenced herein. By utilizing the library, users should find 
~t unnecessary to write their own REQUESTS and CONTROLS. 

NAME 

NOL Manual 
Network Oefi~ition Language 
COMMUNICATIO~ PROCEDURES 
RJE3780 

NUMBER 

1073715 
P.S. 2212 5223 
P.S. 1284 9C06 
P.S. 2219 0391 
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The library of line disciplines described herein is a released 
product in the NOL system ard is named NOL/LIBRARY. 

This library consists of a number of groups of source statements 
coded in NOL <Network Definition Language>• each constituting a 
procedure. These procedures fall into two classes: those called 
REQUESTS and those catted CONTROLS. 

Including the appropriate S LIBRARY statement in a compile deck 
places any of these procedures. intact• into an NOL compile. for 
instance• s LIBRARY POLLTCTD• when placed correctly in a 
coMpitation deck passed to the NOL Compiler. causes all source 
statements in the procedure named POLLTCTO from the NOL/LIBRARY 
file- to be included into the so~rce passed to the compiler. 

A typical compitatjon deck ~itt appear as follows: 

?COMPILE HANCLER WITh NOL TO LIBRARY; 
?DATA CARDS 
DECLARATION: 

Nif = "HA~tlER"/"Nlf". 
SLIBRARY POLLTCTO 
SLIBRARY SELECTCTO 
$LIBRARY POLSElCTl 

<TERMINAL SECTION STATEMENTS> 
<STATION SECTION STATEMENTS> 
<ll~E SECTION STATEMENTS> 
<fILE SECTICN STATEMENTS> 

FINI. 
?END; 

The Network Cantrctter generated by this deck with the <SECTIG~ 
STATE~ENTS> appropriately completed and with the aid of an 
applications prog~at• commu~icates to a network composed of re-
To-- TT-- Tu-~ and AE-type terminals. 

NOTE: The SLIBRARY cards take the place of NOL executable 
statements in the deck. The compiler replaces these 
SLIBRARY ca~ds ~ith actual source statements found in the 
NDL/LIBFArY filE uncer their respective name <POLLTCTD· or 
SELECTCTO• etc.). 
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The NOL/LIBRARY file contains a number of DECLARATIONS• REQUESTS 
and CONTROLS each desig~ed to be used hith a certain class or 
type of terminal. 

Additionally- these REQUESTS and CONTROLS fatl into general 
groupings as to the line ciscipline employed. 

Each of the fottcwing descriptions indicate the type of line 
discipline for which it is intended <undertined> and the name<s> 
of the REQUEST<s> ~hich it oescribes. 

The purpose of this approach is to provide a detailed description 
of the action in a REQUEST or CONTROL which may be usea in 
conjunction with a full listing of that REQUEST or CONTRGL to 
obtain a •ore ccmplete understanding of a particular line 
discipline and its impteme~tation. 

The purpose of a DECLARAlION is to assign values to constant 
names. declare an audit file. name the NIF file, define a signal 
character for an MCS• and establish the maximum number of TOGGLES 
and TALLYS. So•e CONTROLS and REQUESTS may reQuire the use of a 
DECLARATIO~ from the NOL/LIBRARY. 

NAME: RJE3180CCLS 

This DECLARATION section contains the constants used in the 
RJE3780 ~EQUESTS anc CONTRCLS sections. It is invoked ty a 
8 SLIBRARY ~JE37800CLS" card in the NOL source deck. 
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The purpose of a REQUEST is to perform a particular communication 
procedure with the assigned station. 

The input PEQUEST performs basically two functions: 

a. Querying a terminal fer messages it may have READY to 
transmit. 

t. Receiving 1essages ard rcoting them to the remote file to 
which the terminal is attached. 
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This REQUEST issues one POLL <when AUTOPOLL is not in operatton> 
to a station and receives either a message. or an EOT indicating 
no messages ready. 

Line <TOGC11> is set by the initiating CONT~OL if AUTOPOLL was 
initiated; otherwise it is reset. This TOGGLE is used to avoid 
issuing another POLL if AUTOPOLL was in process. 

The REQUEST code is exitea ff no message is received in resoonse 
to the POLL. If a message is received- t~en it is acknowledged• 
queued for the HCS or passed on to the U~er Program's remote file 
with which the assigned station is associated. The REQUEST is 
then exited. 

I/O errors• othe~ than ENDOFBUFfER• LOSSOFOSR. and TIMEOUT• cause 
the RETRY count to be decre1ented and the REQUEST exited. If the 
line is a switchea·tine. TIMEOUTs cause the RETRY count to be 
decremented to allow a line discon~ect when RETRY = o. 
Consecutive errors that cause the RETRY count to go to zero cause 
the REQUEST to perform a TERMINATE ERROR or a TERMINATE 
DISCONNECT. This exiting of the REQUEST en a leased-line leaves 
the station REACY and oueues an e~ror message for the MCS• if 
present. If there is no HCS in the systeM then the station 
remains READY ana a aessage is passed on to the User Progra•'s 
remote file which causes the EXCEPTION branch to be taken on the 
READ of the remote file. 

If the User Program attempts to receive a message wh;ch is too 
large for the Network Controller to comsunicate• this REQUEST 
informs the intenoed sende~ by the following error notice and 
then proceeds to the next Oataconm transfer: 

***ABOrT/XMIT: MSG GTR BUFFEPSIZE***• 

This REQUEST checks incoming messages for a transmission number. 
if one is oeclareo in the TERMINAL Section. If two consecutive 
•essages have the sase tra~smission number. the second message is 
oiscarded. 
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This special-purpose REQUEST is intended to be used only with 
AUTODYNCTL Library CONTROL to provide dvnaNic reconfiguration of 
the AUTOPOLL POLL list of stations on a given tine. Lines may 
have more than one tine address <referred to as LINE GPOUPS>. 
Peter to the discussion of the CONTROL for further information. 

The REQUEST perfcrms sieilarly to POLllCTD when no exceptions 
occur on any station. 

When a polled station incurs a TIMEOUT exception, an indicator is 
chected to deter•ine its status prior to the exception. If the 
ter•inat has never been ~eccgnized as having been ON-LIN£ it is 
polled once again. If the station TIMES OLT again. it is removed 
from the POLL list. If the station has been in use without 
errorp it is single-potted once. If it TIMES OUT again, it is 
re•oved from the PCLL tist and marked to be re-tried in three C3> 
minutes. 

If the exceptio~ incu~red is LOSSOFOSR and if the line was 
established as switcheCP it is disconnected; otherwise the 
exception is treatec as any ether non-TIMEOUT exception. 

The effect of the special actjon taken on a TIMEOUT is that when 
a station is powered on. the Network Controller deter•ines how 
•any stations are responding and re-creates the AUTOPOLL POLL 
list accoraingly. When a station is powered off. the AUTOPCLL 
POLL list is similarly re-created. including only those stations 
that are actively respondir.g. 

If a station has been marked as ONCE ACTIVE BUT NOW POWERED Off 
and is to be re-tried in three <3> minutes~ the entire list of 
stations is re-tested for availability and the POLL l1st is 
created accordingly. Criteria for acceptance to the new PCLL 
list are: <1> it has never been ysed by any tine or is not now 
in use by any line and <2> it does not TIMEOUT when polled. 
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The value of three <3> mtnutes for RETRY is a constant set in the 
Library CONTROL coce fer AUTOOYNCTL and ma~ be altered by the 
user if desired. 

Messages which are too targe for the Network Controller to 
communicate are handlea as in the POLLTCTD REQUEST. 

NAME: CANOEPCLTO 

The CANOE input REQUEST performs similarly to the standaro 
REQUEST POLLTCTO with the fotlowing additions. 

An input control syste~ is implemented which determines whether 
or not a station is to be included in the AUTOPOLL POLL string 
based on TlMEGUTs on POLL. TOGC14J is the flag indicating that 
this station has hao RETRY consec~tive TIMEOUTS on POLL and is to 
be deleted from the POLL string. After a period of time CSee 
CAhOETOCTL for this value), alt stations ~ith TOGC141 TRUE are 
included in the POLL string for purposes of again determining 
their input status. See CANOETDCTL for the exact way in which 
they are incluaeo in the POLL string. 

An output control systes prevents output messages bound to a 
station which is not attowing them to be received <terminal is in 
LOCAL or message has an unrecoverable error> from being retried 
forever to the det~i1ent of the response time of the rest of the 
stations. TOGC101 tells the CONTROL that this station is not 
receiving output; the CONTROL does not attempt output until this 
ftag is off. The receipt of a ? in the first pasition followea 
i•mediately by an ETX <of the input message from a station>• 
resets TOGC101 fer that station and allows output to be s~nt. 
Also. any input including ~alid CANOE commands enables the output 
Queue again. Failing either of these situations, an elapsed time 
pe~iod of 8 seconos curing which no activity occurred for this 
station causes TOGClOl to be reset for all stations on the line. 

Scrolling is availabte tc 10820/830 type terminals when TYPE is 
set correctly in the TERMl~AL Section cf the ~etwork Controller. 
An input of 1+ enables scrolling. ?· disables scrolling. 
Scrolling may also be controlted programatically by setting the 
value of TALlYCOl. When TALLYC01 is set to 254• scrolling is 
enabled if the TYFE is co~~ect• and when TALLYCOl is set to 255• 
scrolling is oisableo. Scrolling of input is performed as 
follows. After receipt of input: 
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d. Scroll up one line. This puts the top tine on the bottom 
of the screen and bTings the second tine up to the top of 
the screen. 

e. Clear the top line. 

Error recov·ery is si11itar to the standard POLLTCTD REQUEST. 
ENOOFBUffER conditions are handled the same with small 
modifications to accommodate CANOE. TIMEOUTS are handled by the 
dynamic input control system. If a station is marked INPUT 
DISABLED by the i~put contr~t system then a TE?MINATE EPPOR is 
performed to infor1 CANOE that it •ust recover anv user active at 
this station. 

If the terminal is in use only by CANOE <no other job executed 
thro~gh CANOE is attached to it>• the REQUEST maintains the 
cursor position as reQuired by CANOE. If the terminal is in use 
by any other job. then the cursor position is not maintained in 
any way. 
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These input REQUESTS establish communication on a master/slave 
basis. Initially the ~EQUEST waits <without TIMEOUT> for the 
station to bid for status. Upon the station bidaing. 
communication is established and the input message is passed on 
to the U~er Prog~as•s remote file or cueued for the Mes. if 
present. When the transaction is completed~ master status ~ust 
be re-established by the ters;nal for the next message. 

When in the output REQUEST and tryir.g to establish master status, 
the input REQUEST also bids for master status. the output REQUEST 
code is exited and control given to the in~ut REQUEST. The input 
REQUEST now waits <without TIMEOUT> for the station to bid again 
for •aster status. 

For the TCTUPT~CV REQUEST• 1/0 e~rors other than TIMEOUT cause 
the RETFY count to be decremented and the REQUEST exited. The 
TOPTRCV REQUEST operates simitarty except that exception 
conditions upon establishing communication do not directly 
decr~•ent the RETRY counter. Consecutive errors that cause the 
RETRY count to go to zero cause the REQUESTS to perform a 
TERMINATE ERRO~ or a TERMl~ATE DISCONNECT. This exit from the 
REQUEST on a teased-tine leaves the station READY and Queues an 
error message for the Mes, if present. If there is no HCS in the 
system then the station remains READY and a message is passed on 
to the User Program's remote file• which causes the EXCEPTION 
branch to be taken on the READ of the remote file. 

Should a message be received by an User Program which exceeds the 
BUFFERSIZE as defined in the Network Controller~ the partial 
message which does not exceed the BUFFERSIZE is passed on to the 
intended receiver as if no errors had cccurred. 
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A READ with NO Tl~EtUT is issued and upon receipt of ENQ, CR or 
EJX, the carriage is automatically positioned in the far left 
margin and advanced one line. Since the REQUEST is sensitive to 
a Carriage Return. an ETX- or an ENQ <as ending control codes), 
the REQUEST ~ust check which code ~as act~ally received before 
returning the carriage. If an ENQ was received then the message 
is discarded and a ~EAD with NO TIMEOUT is initiated. If an ETX 
or CR was received then the message is oueued for the User 
Program or MCS and the REQUEST is exited. 

~nv error. whether an 1/0 exception or receipt of an invalid 
response, causes the RETRY count to be decremented and the 
REQUEST exited. Consecutive errors which cause the RETPY count 
to go to zero cause the REQUEST to perform a TERMINATE ERROR o~ 
TERMINATE DISCONNECT which notifies the User Progra~ through the 
EXCEPTION branch of the FEAO. If an HCS is present, an error 
•essage is queued for it. 

Attempts to trans•it messages fro• the teletype keyboard which 
exceed the BUFFE~SIZE defined in the Net~ork Controller are 
aborted. The message: 

***ABC~T/XMIT: MSG GTR BUffERStZE*** 

is displayed on the teletype consote to indicate this er~or. 
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The output REQUEST perfor•s the function of transmitting to the 
terminal any ~essa9E desigrated as output from the system. 

NAME: SELECTCTO 

The basic purpose of this REQUEST is to transmit messages to an 
assigned station by means of the standard SELECT line discioline. 

If an ACK is received in response to the SELECT~ the output 
message is sent. When the acknowledgement is received for the 
nessage, the trans•ission number is updated, the output message 
is cleared fros aemory and the REQUEST is exited. If a NAK is 
received in response tc the SELECT then the output message is 
re-aueued and the REQUEST is exited. 

I/O errors other than ENDOF0UFFER, LOSSOFDSR and TIMEOUT cause 
the RETRY count to be decremented and the REQUEST exited. 
However. TIMEOUTS on a switched line cause the RETRY counters to 
be decremented to eventually allow a tine disconnect when RETPY = 
o. Consecutive errors that cause the RETRY count to go to zero 
cause the ~£QUEST to perforn a TERMINATE ERROR or TERMINATE 
DISCONNECT. If an MCS is present, this exiting of the PEQUEST on 
a leased-line leaves the assigned station ~£ADY and aueues an 
error •essage for the HCS. If there is no HCS in the system then 
the assigned station reaai~s READY and a message is passed on to 
the User Program's remote file. which cau~es the EXCEPTION branch 
to be taken on the next READ of the remote file. 

This REQUEST sends a trans•issio~ number with the output message 
if TRANSMISSIOh is declared in the TERMI~Al Section for the 
assigned station. The TC terminals <Tcsoc. TC700• etc.> 
transmission numbers are incremented consecuti~ety <i.e.- o. i~ 
2• 3• etc.> whereas the· TD terminals <T0700, 10800• etc.> 
alternate transmission nur.bers between 0 and 1. 

If the User Prograr attempts .to send a message which is too large 
for the Network Car.trotter. this REQUEST notifies the intenced 
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receiver of the message by the fotlcwing error notice and then 
proceeds to the next Oataccmm transfer. 

* ABORT/RECV: MSG GTP BUffERSIZE * 

NAME: SELTCTOO~~ 

This special pu~pose REQUEST is intendea to be used only with 
AUTODYNCTL CONT~CL and in conjunctio~ with input PEQUEST 
POLTCTODYN to provide dynaEic reconfiguration of stations on a 
tine. 

This REQUEST performs si1ilarty to SELECTCTD when commun1cating 
with a T0830 Se~ies ter~inat. If TERHINALTYPE is not set to a 
value of 45 or 46r then the REQUEST attempts a FAST-SELECT. Upon 
an EXCEPTION or FCRMAT error cccu~ring on the READ of the 
fAST-SELECf• the ~EQUEST sets TOGC31 to 1 and normal SElECTs the 
station until the station is READY to receive. If TOGC3l is true 
and TERMINALTYPE eQuals 45 or 46• the REQUEST always normal 
SELECTS as does the SELECTCTD REQUEST. 

NOTE: TIMEOUTs do not decrement the RETRY .counter unless the 
line has been established as switched; thereby allowing 
disconnect when RETRY= o. If LOSSOFDSP is detected ana 
the tine is switcheo- immediate disconnect is performed on 
the line. Ctherwise• the RETRY counter is decremented. 

This REQUEST sends a trans~ission number with the output message 
if a transmissio~ nuaber is declared in the TERMINAL Section for 
the assigned station. The TC terminals ctcsoo. Tcroo. etc.> 
transmission numbers are incremented ccnsecuti~ely <i.e •• o, 1. 
2. 3. etc.> whereas the TO ter•inals <TD700. T0800. etc.> 
alternate transmissjon numbers between 0 and 1. 

If the User frogra• attempts to send a message which is too large 
for the Network Controller to cosmunicate~ this REQUEST notifies 
the intended receiver of the message by the fotlowing error 
notice• then proceeds to the next Oataco•m Transfer. 

•ABORT/RECV: ~SG GTR 8UFFERSIZE• 
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The CANOESELTO RE~UEST perfor~s similarly to the standard SELlCT 
~EQUEST with the same additions as discussed in the FASTSELECT 
CAhDE REQUEST. See CANOEFSLTO. 

In addition, the this REQUEST discards an output to a station 
when the station ~esponcs with an ACK to SELECT~ but responds 
with a NAK to TEXT <RETRY consecutive times>. This is to prevent 
messages containing irrecoverable errors in the TEXT from 
degrading the rest of the system. 

NAME: f ASTSELTCC 

The fASTSElTCO ~EtUEST functions similarly to the SELECT PEQUESTs 
with the fottowing differences: 

Instead of issuing o~e I/O to SELECT the terminal and receive a 
response <ACK or NAK> and then issuing another 1/0 to transmit 
the output message. a single 1/0 is issued which notifies the 
destination terainat that an output message is coming and 
immediately foltcwiflg the control seauence is the message itself. 
The terminal then returns ACK or NAK indicating receipt or 
non-receipt of the message. 

Error recovery is similar to that in the SELECT REQUESTs. 

Messages ~hich are too large for the Network Cont~oller to 
co•municate are handled as i~ the SELECTCTO REQUEST. 
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NAME: CANOEFSLTD 

This output REQUEST perfor•s similarly to the standard rASTSELECT 
REQUEST with the following a~ditions: 

a. The output control syste~ sets up a timer and sets TOGC101 
for a staticn which TIMES OUT or responas with a NAK to 
FASTSELECT. 

b. Scr~tling~ 
follows: 

when enabled- is performed on any output as 

1. Hove the curscr to ~o~e. 

l. If less than 23 consecutive outputs have occurred. 
then leave the terminal in RECEIVE. 

3. Delete the top line. 

4. Hove the curse~ up one line. <This places it at the 
left, en the bottom line of the screen.> 

s. Transait the TEXT. 

6. Move the cursor to Home. 

c. If the terNinat receiving t~e output is defined as a TOe3C 
series <T~PE = 45 or 46>• then. before the FASTSELECT 
occurs. a SELECT is performed. If the response is an AC~. 
the ~EQUEST procEeds as usual; othe~wise. the error 
section is executeo. Also. after a successful output to a 
T0830 series termir.at. without any intervening input from 
that station. the next output to that station is gi~en 
four <4> retries in addition to the normal two <2> allowed 
all stations. Any input resets this additional retry 
factor. Hcwever. the next output. if successful. 
reactivates the additional retry factor. if the following 
1/0 is an output. 

d. After two <2> consecutive TIHEOUTs on a FASTSELECT~ the 
station is marked as te•porarily disabled for output and 
is to be retried after eight (8) seconds. 

e. If there is one or more lines of output from soMe program 
other than CANOE currently en the screen of a station with 
scrolling erabled. the station is placed in LOC~l before a 
page of output from CANOE is displayed. 
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These output REQUESTS establish communication on a master/slave 
basis. The RE~UESTs initially attempt to obtain master status 
upon having an output message Queued. If ~pon bidding for master 
status the remote station is likewise bidding for status. the 
output REQUEST is exited allowing the remote station to again tid 
for master status. Shoutd the station fail to rebid for status 
within the adapter TIMEOUT ~ericd~ the output PEQUEST again 
attempts to establish •aster status before outputting its oueued 
message. 

for the TCTUPTXMIT REQUEST- I/O errors other than TIMEOUT cause 
the RETRY count to be decremented and the REQUEST exited. 
However. TIHEOUTs en a switched-line cause the RETRY counter to 
be decremented to altow a line disconnect when RETRY = o. The 
TOPTXMIT ~£QUEST operates si•ilarly except all I/O errors cause 
the RETRY counter to be decre"ented. Consecutive errors that 
cause the RETRY count to gc to zero cause the REQUEST to perform 
a TERMINATE ER~OR or a TERMINATE DISCONNECT. This exiting of the 
REQUEST on a teasec·line leaves the assigned station READY and 
oueues an error •essage for the Mes. if present. If there is no 
MCS in the systea then the assigned station remains READY and a 
message is passed on to the User Prograi•s remote file. This 
causes the EXCEPTICN branch to be taken on the next READ of the 
remote file. 

If the User Pragraa attempts to send a Message which is too large 
for the Network Controller to co•municate- this ~£QUEST notifies 
the intended ~eceiver of the message by the fotlowing error 
notice and then prcceed tc the next Datatomm transfer. 

***A8CRT/RECV: MSG GTR BUFFERSIZE*** 
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This output REQUEST establishes coemunication en a master/slave 
basis. The REGUEST initially attempts to obtain master status 
upon having an out~ut message Queued. If upon bidd;ng for master 
status the remote staticn is lik~wise bidding for status. the 
output REQUEST is exited allowing the remote station to again tid 
for master status. Should the station fail to rebid for status 
within the adapter TIMEOUT period• the output REQUEST again 
attempts to establish 1.aster status before outputting its aueuea 
message. Upon outputting its 1essage. a check is made to 
determine whether or not ether cutput messages have been QUEUED. 
If the answer is yes the REQUEST continues to output messages 
until the Queue is e•pty. cthe~wise the REQUEST is exited 
immediately. 

1/0 erro~s othe~ than TIMEOUT and ENOOfBUFFER• cause the RETRY 
count to be decremented and the REQUEST exited. Ho~ever. 

TIMEOUTS on a switched-line cause the RETRY counter to be 
decremented to atlcw a tine disconnect when RETPY = o. 
Consecutive errors that ca~se the RETRY co~nt to go to zero cause 
the REQUEST to perform a TERMINATE ERROR or TERMINATE DISCONNECT. 
This exiting of the REQUEST ~n leased-tines leaves the assigned 
station REACY and oueues an errcr for the Mes. if present. If 
the~e is nc HCS ifl the system. then the assigned station remains 
READY and a aessage is passed on to the User Program's remote 
fite. This causes the EXCEPTION branch to be taken on the next 
READ of the re~ote f ite. 

If the User Program attempts to send a message which is too large 
for the Network Controller to co~municate. this REQUEST notifies 
the intended receiver of the message by the following error 
notice and then prcceeds to the next Oataccmm transfer: 

***A0CRT/P.Ecv: MSG GTR BUFFERSIZE*** 
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This REQUEST trans•its every message apper.ded with a Carriage 
Return and a Line Feec character. If the WPITE operation is 
completed without error• the output message is de-allocated and 
the REQUEST is exited. 

Any error exce~t a BREAK causes the RETRY count to te 
decremented• the message re-oueued and the REQUEST exited. 
Consecutive errors cause the REQUEST to· perform a TERMINATE ERROR 
or a TERMlhATE DISCONNECT• reoueue the message, report the error 
to the HCS ~ the User Program. and e~it the REQUEST. If the 
error was a BREAK curing the WRITE• the REQUEST automatically 
positions the carriage to the far left• advances one line. and 
exits the REQUEST after de-allocating the cutput ~essage. 

Attempts to trans~it messages to the teletype keyboard which 
exceed the BUFFERSIZE defined in the Network Controlle' are 
aborted. The following aessage is displayed on the teletype 
console to incicate this error. 

***ABCRT/~ECV: MSG GTR BUFFERSIZE*** 
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An input/output REQUEST performs the functions of both input and 
output without the need to be initiated by the CONTROL more than 
once. except under certain error conditions. 

NAME: OIAGTCTOIC 

The purpose of this REQUEST is to provide a minimal diagnostic 
capability in a readily available form in the LIBRARY. 

This REQUEST performs both input and output functions for 
~ULTI-POINT ter1irals ano provides a trace of all activity 
tetween the syste1 and the terminal. The trace is effected by 
making use of an AUCITFILE named 'DIAG' wh;ch •ust be declared in 
the DECLARATION Section of any Network Controller which includes 
this REQUEST f~oN the LIS~ARY. 

Exa~ple: AUOIJFILE OIAG COEVICE=PRINTER OR 0ACKUP). 

The ope,ations of the input and cutput sections of this REQUEST 
are identical to that of the POLL and SELECT REQUESTS <POLLTCTD 
and SELECTCTO>• respectively. 

Although the diagnostic REQUEST can be specified in a non-MCS 
configuration in the TERMINAL Section as REQUEST = OIAGTCTDIO : 
RECEIVE• DIAGTCTDIC : TRANSMIT. it is also an optional statement 
in a system utitizi~g an Hes. by specif~ing in the TERMINAL 
Section: 

DIAGNOSTIC : DIAGTCTOIO: RECEIVE• DIAGTCTOIO: TRANSMIT 

This option allows• through a DCWRITE from the MCS• the abil!ty 
to exit the current RE~UEST• enter the diagnostic PEQUEST. ano 
return to the ori9inal REQUEST if desired. 
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This REQUEST establishes ccmmunication on a master/slave basis. 
Initially the REQUEST waits ~ithout TIMEOUT for either an output 
message to be Queued <which then cancels the TIMEOUT>~ or for a 
station to reQuest per1issi~n to trans~it its message buffer. 
Upon acknowledging the station•s reQuest. its message buffer is 
received and passed to the User Program's remote file- or oueued 
for the MCS. if present. 

All output operations <e.g •• TRANSMIT ACK• TRA~SMIT NAK• TRANS~IT 
TEXT• etc.> are determined by the value pla~ed in LINE CTALLYCll> 
which is constantly being updated by the PEQUEST according to I/O 
communication. 

Any errors. except ENOOF0~FFER~ whether an 110 error or receipt 
of an incorrect •essage o~ response. cause the RETRY count to te 
decre•ented and the REQUEST exited. Consecutive errors that 
cause the RETRY ccunt to go to zero cause the REQUEST to perform 
a TERMINATE ER~Ofl er a TE~MINATE DISCONNECT. This exiting of the 
REQUEST on leased-tines leaves the assigned station READY and 
aueues an error message for the Mes. if present. If there is no 
MCS in the syste& then the assigned station remains READY and a 
message is passea en to the User Program's remote file. This 
causes the EXCEPTION branch to be taken on the next PEAD of the 
reeote file. 

This REQUEST shoutc be usec only with CONVERCTL line CONTROL with 
STATION<HYUSE> dectared as INPUT/OUTPUT. 
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This is an input/output c~nve~sational POINT-TO-POINT teletype 
REQUEST. It pe~forss similarly to the standard teletype PEQUESTs 
with the fotlowing additions: 

a. This REQUEST is se~sitive to Carriage Retu~n <CR> as an 
ending code en 1nput. 

t. If a BREAK is detected during a WRITE~ the REQUEST 

c. 

transmits to the terminal <BRK>. A flag is set to 
indicate tc CANOE that a BREAK was reauested. 

If an ENQ is sent, 
<DEL> to indicate 
discarded. 

the REQUEST transmits to the terminal 
that the last keyed-in ~essage wes 

d. Error recovery is similar to that of the other CANOE 
REQUESTs. 

e. Carriage position is controllea by the needs of CANOE, 
when the terwinal is attached only to CANOE; otherwise
carriage position is maintained at the left margin on a 
clean line for the next input o~ output. 
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The RJE tine discipline consists of an establishment and a 
message transfe~ phase. Curing the establishment phase, ENQ is 
transmitted expecting ACK in return. If ACK is received, then 
the •essage transfer phase is entered. If NAK or no response 
occurs th~n ENQ is re-issued. If ENQ is received. this indicates 
that the 01800/81700 syste• is also bidding for establishment and 
therefore the Remcte Site transmits AC~ and enters the message 
transfe~ phase. 

The message transfer phase consists of a conversational procedure 
with the addition cf another trans~ission number in each message 
to be used for responding to messages received. A conversational 
procedure is one ir. which either system <HOST or REMOTE> may 
receive a •essage in response to a transmission of a message. 
The received message must contain some response to the message 
just trans•itted. This is handled by the additional transmission 
number in the following way: 

The first trans•ission number CTR1> received is the response to 
the previous transsission. The second transmission number <TP2> 
is the number of the •essage being received. 

If TRl is equal to the transmission number of the last ~essage 
t~ansmitted then it implies acknowledgment of valid receipt of 
that message and the transnitted message may be discarded. If 
TRl is not equal to the last message number then 1t implies that 
the message was not received and must be re-transmitted. This is 
termed an IMPLIED hAK. 

The rest of the aessage is then received and if no errors occur, 
the next •essage sent out contains the previous message's TP2 and 
its TRl imptying valid receipt of the message. 
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If the message was not received vatidly and we assume for the 
moment that the message was received fro• the HOST system. TR1 of 
the next message being sent contains the transmission number of 
the last validly received 1essage from the HOST implying that the 
HOST must re·trans•it its current message. 

If there is no message READY to be sent• TRn.ACK is sent implying 
valid receipt of the HOST'S last trans•ission and indicating that 
no •essages are READY to send. Similarly, if the last message 
sent by the HOST was not ~Eceivec validly but no messages are 
READY to be sent• then TRn.ACK is sent where TRn is the 
transmission number of the last validly received message. This 
implies that the HCST •ust re-transmit its current message. 

If no •essages are Queued for transmission. the REQUEST issues a 
READ• and if a TI~ECUT occ~rs. another READ is issued. 

The above procedu~es constitute the HAIN LOOP of the RJE PEQUEST 
and are in use the majority of the time during a normal run. 

t.B!UlB RE~.tLVEfil 

The message tra~sfer phase is exited under an~ of the following 
conditions: 

a. If the MCS reQuests re-establis~ment by setting TOGCll in 
a message header• then the •essages Queued for the current 
station• which have TOGCOJ set <meaning the message has 
been retra~smitted RETRY number of times>• are discarded 
and the establishment phase is entered. 

b. Upon detectir.g LOSSOFOSR. the line is disconnected and a 
TEST-AND•WAJT for D~TA·SET•READY is initiated on the line. 
When DATA-SET-READY is detected• the establishment phase 
is entered. 

c. Upon receipt from the HCS of a message with TOGC21 set in 
the message header. the line is disconnected as in 2. 
This convention is used to disconnect the line under MCS 
control. 

d. If• white looking for output messases it is discove~ea 
that there are no stations ENABLED er QUEUED# the line is 
disconnecteo. if it is a switched-line, or idled if it is 
leased. Lire <TOGC61> is used for this purpose. 
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e. Retries are implemer.ted using the QUEUE OUTPUT construct 
which places the c~r~ent output buffer en the top of the 
output Queue for the current station. Re·Queuinq of the 
output buffe~ occurs only after transmission has been 
attempted PETRY times as defined in the STATION Section. 

If an User Program opens a remote file OUTPUT ONLY• stations in 
that fite are not ENABLED. INITIATE INPUTCUTPCT must be executeo 
in order to obtain an output buffer. <implicit checking for 
STATION<ENABLED> is ~o tonger performed by the Skeletal Network 
Controller>. This condition only occu~s after the REQUEST has 
initiated a READ and a system re-configuration occurs such as a 
file OPEN or CLOSE. The effect is that even though the REQUEST 
is conversational- implying both input and output occurring 
simultaneously. it •ay be used fer output cnly if desired. 

The TOGGLES and TALLIES used in the RJE REQUEST and CONTROL are 
described at the beginning cf the REQUEST. 

Trans•ission number handling is completely transparent to the 
user.· 

RETRY is a variable set in the STATION Section and may have a 
value from 0 to 255. 
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The RJE/HOST REQUEST is si•itar to the RJE REQUEST~ but has the 
ability to com1unicate to the MCS. By setting TALLYC01 to a 
value before sending a •essage to the MCS <which may be a dummy 
message>• the Network Controtle~ •ay inform the HCS of any status 
changes concerning any of the stations accessed by the PEQUEST. 
The settings for TALLYC01 are: 

0 LOSS CF OS~ detected 

l •otE·EOT• either sent or received 

2 "OLE-ENQ" received 

3 •AtK• received 

4 Message received 

S OIALCUT failed 

Cases 0 and l inform the MCS that the current station has 
disconnected and should be removed from the system. Cases 2 and 
3 infor• the MCS that the current station has established and is 
entering the RJE syste•· Case 4 flags the message as a DATA 
•essage receivea from the station. Cases 0 through 3 are dummy 
stations. 

In addition• the RJE/HOST REQUEST has th~ ability to go into a 
READ NO-TIMEOUT state ~hen a particular station fails to 
establish a connection. After 100 attempts to establish a 
connection• the Network Ccntroller goes into a READ NO-TIMEOUT 
situation until a user beccmes active on t~at station. if the 
tine is a leased tine~ otherwise• it is disconnected. 

The RJEIHOSJ REQUEST also contains a mechanism where if a line 
beco•es established and after 100 READS no indication of activity 
is seen. the line is disconnected. A message received with 
TCGC3J set turns this cechanism cff. ~hile a message received 
with TOGC4l set or a termination of the connection cause the 
aechanis• to be turned on. LINE<TALLYC51> is used as the counter 
for this retry mechanism. 
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This REQUEST alsc supports OIALOUT. LINECTOGC7l> is used to 
indicate a DIALOUT state. Should DIALOUT failP a dummy message 
is Queued for th~ ~cs. 

LI~E<TOGC81J is used as an indication that a termination reouest 
was received from the HCS. 

NAME: RJE3780RQST 

The RJE3780/HANDLE~ REQUEST section handles the input and output 
for a Binary-Synch~cnous line discipline <BISYNC>. It is one big 
case state•ent, driven by the value o·f 'LINE<TALLYCOJ>•. In this 
section responses tc the Host are built and sent, data is packeo 
and sent to the Host~ and line errors are handled. The REQUEST 
is designed to retieve the MCS of the ordinary processing of 
•essages <except for data>• line bidding; and error handling as 
it pertains to auto-diatout and line cort~ol. The REQUEST is 
designed to accept input from cne or two stations. For a 
co•plete description of how this REQUEST interfaces with the 
RJE3760 package. refer to the RJE3780 Product Specification• 
12219 0391. This REQUEST reouires the RJE3780DCLS DECLAPATICN 
section. 
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The purpose of a CCNTROL is to assign a station for activity and 
initiate the proper REQUEST to perform a communication procedure. 

This class of CCNTROL can handle a line with more than one 
station attached. 

NA ME: POLSELCTL 

The basic purpose of this CONTROL is to initiate the appropriate 
input <POLL> or <iYtput <SELECT> REQUEST after having assigned a 
station to the line that is READY to commu~icate. LINE <TOGCll> 
is set false indicating that AUTOPOLL is not being initiated. 

Upon completion of a previous REQUEST- CLINE<CONTROL KEY> = O> or 
upon notification of svste• ~econfiguration~ <LINE<CONTROL KEY> = 
l> the CONTROL chec~s each station on t~e line starting at the 
next station. If the station is READY~ QUEUED~ and HYUSE is not 
INPUT ONLY, the output REQUEST is initiated. If the station is 
READY, ENA8LED- and MYUSE is not OUTPUT O~LY, the input REQUEST 
is initiated. The failure to find any station on the line whose 
REQUEST can be initiated causes the line to be put in the IDLE 
state. LINE <TALLYCtJ> is used to determine when atl the 
stations on the line have been checked. 

When the tine has a READ with NO TIMEOUT pending and a •essage is 
QUEUED for the tine where there was no prior message in the 
Queuep the CONTROL is entered with LINE <CONTPOL KEY> = 2 and the 
CONTROL cancels the 1/0 in process. The CONTROL is then 
re-entered with LINE<CONTflOL KEY> = O. 

If the station establishes itself on a switched-line. the CONTROL 
is entered with llhE<CONTPOL KEY> = 3 or LINE<CONTROL KEY> = 5 if 
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ACU; the CONTROL sets LINE <TOGC5l> = 1. Upon failure to 
initiate any REQUEST for the station- if lINE<TOGCSl> = 1 .and the 
tine is QUEUED~ the line is disconnected; otherwise it is idled. 

If a REQUEST perforas a TERMINATE OUTPUT<RETURN>P the CONTROL is 
entered with LI~E <CONTROL KEV> = 4. The CONTROL performs a 
CO~TINUE which assigns an cutput message buffer to the line for 
the same station. if one is queued• and returns to the REQUEST 
from which the TERMINATE OUTPUT<RETURN) k8S executed. 

LINE<TOGC4l> has been ~rovided for the convenience of the User 
Program for flagging an "ACU• tine. This TOG is not set or reset 
in the REQUESTs or CONTROLs. 
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The basic purpose cf this CONTROL is to initiate the appropriate 
input <AUTOPOLL> or output <SELECT> REQUEST after having assjgned 
a station to the line that is READY tc communicate. LI~E 
<TOGC11> is set true if the line is to be autopolled and if the 
AUTOPOLL string has already been created. LINE <TOGCOJ> is used 
to save the contents of LINE <TOGCll> indicating that the POLL 
string has already been created when a normal POLL is to te 
initiated. 

Upon coapletion of a previous REQUEST, <LINE<CONTROL KEY> = ~> or 
upon notification cf syste• reconfiguratior, <LINE<CONTROL KEY>= 
1> <which also sets lINE CTOGCOJ> and LINE CTOGCll> false thereby 
indicating the AUTCPOLL string is to be rec~eated>• the CONTROL 
deter•ines if the line has any messages QUEUED for any of its 
stations. If there are messages QUEUED• the CONTROL checks each 
station on the line starti~g at the next station. If the station 
is READY• QUEUED• and MYUSE is not INPUT O~LY• the output REQUEST 
is initiated. If the station is READY• ENASLEDr and HYUSE is not 
OUTPUT only. LINE <TOGCll> is saved and set false to indicate no 
AUTOPOLL• and the input REQUEST is initiated. LINE <TALLYCll> is 
used to determine hew ~any stations ha~e been checked. 

If there are no 1essages QUEUED for output on the tine and LINE 
<TOGCll> is true. AUTOPOLL is initiated. If LINE <TOGCll> is 
false• an AUTOPCLL string is created for the line. Each station 
on the line that is READY• ENABLED• and HYlSE is not OUTPUT ONLY• 
is put into the AUTtPOll string untit all the stations have been 
checked• or ,the AUTOPOLL buffer. defined in the llNE Section,. is 
fitted. If at teast one station was put into the AUTOPOLL 
st r i n g • l I NE < T CG ( 1l > a n d L I NE ( T 0 G C 0 1 > a r .e s e t t r u" • T h i s 
CONTROL allows a station to appear only once in the AUTOPOLL 
string. If LINE <TCGC11> is true AUTOPOLL is initiated. If LINE 
<TOGC11> is false. and LINE<TOGC51> is true, the line is 
disconnected. Other~ise it is put into the IDLE state. 

When the tine has an AUTOPOLL l/O in P'ocess and a message is 
QUEUED for the tine where there was no prior message in the 
Queue. the CONTROL is entered with LINE<CONTROL KEY> = 2 and the 
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The CONTROL is then 

If the AUTOPOLL I/O continues 1n process without any output 
message being initiate~ at the terminals for a period of 30 
seconds• the Skeletal Network Controller automatically enters the 
CONTROL with LINE<CCNTROL KEY> set to a value of 2. The CONTPOL 
determines that no •essage is QUEUED and does not cancel the I/0• 
allowing it to continue as before. The purpose of this automatic 
WAKE-UP is to atlcw a CONTROL to cancel an I/O that mav continue 
FOREVER if no termiral or system activity cccurs to interrupt it. 
AUTOPOLL and REAC with NO TIMEOUT are two such FOREVER I/O•s. 
See the descripticn for the AUTOOYNCTL CONTROL for an 
implementation of this feature. 

If the station establishes itself on a switched-line. the CONTRCL 
is entered with lihE<CONT~Ol KEY> = 3 or ~ith llNE<CONTROL KEY> = 
5 if the line is Autowatic Dial-Up CACU> at which time the 
CONTROL sets LINE <TOGCSl> = 1. Upon failure to initiate any 
REQUEST for the station. if LINE<TOGCSl> = 1 and the line is 
QUEUED• the line automatically disconnects. Otherwise. it is put 
into the IDLE state. 

If a REQUEST perfor1s a TERMINATE OUTPUT<RETURN)p the CONTROL is 
entered with LINE<CCNT~OL KEY> = 4. The CONTROL performs a 
CONTINUE which lets an cutput message buffer be assigned to the 
line for the same stationp if one is QUEUEOP and returns to the 
REQUEST from which the TERMINATE OUTPUT<RETURN> was executed. 
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This special CC~TROL is intended to provide dynamic 
re-configuration of the AUTOPOLL POLL list when stations defined 
on a line are not responding or ~hen any of a defined set of 
stations may become attached to any of the l1nes of a group as in 
switched operation en dial-in lines. 

The CONTROL performs four basic functions: 

a. Oeter~ine the responaing stations on a line by single 
polling each station. 

b. Build a POLL list containing only the ~esponding stations 
and initiate AUTOPOLL for the line. 

c. If any station was found not responding~ to initiate and 
aatntain a three <3> minute timer which performs steps t 
and 2 again. 

d. Initiate output to a station as necessary if the station 
is ~EADY and VALID C TALLYCLINEl = C or 4). 

If no stations are found ENABLED ther the CONT~Ol resets 
T All Y CL I NE J to 0. 

This CONTRCL has severat enhancements ever the AUTOPOLL CONTROL: 

a. Stations which are net ONLINE (powered off), are deleted 
from the autcpoll POLL string. 

t. If output cannot be sent <terminal in LOCAL or XMf ), alt 
ter•inals are AUTOPOLLed once before going back and 
SELECTing again. 

c. The first tiae output is attempted~ a fASTSELECT is used. 
If the FASTSELECT fails• a normal SELECT is used to 
conserve line time. 

d. This CONT~Cl is designed to handle line groups and 
sw1tchea•lir:es. 
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e. If a statio~ has o~tput and it is powered off or taken off 
line. no •ere atte1pts are made to send output to it until 
can be sucessfully POLLed again. 

This CONTROL does an automatic reconfiguration every three <3> 
•inutes. For larger configurations. the user should increase 
this interval to avoid continuous reconfigurations. 
Reconfiguration is accomplished by placing perviously dead 
stations into th~ POLL string. In orde~ to avoid interfering 
with active stations. the dead stations are put in at the eno of 
the POLL string. These statjons are removed from the POLL string 
if they TIMEOUT again. 

Once a station is active. it is not removed from the POLL string 
unless it TIHEs OUT three <3> consecutive times. or is made NOT 
READY. 

The AUTOPOLL buffer declared in the LINE Section of the Network 
Controller must be five <5> times the nu1ber of stations on the 
line plus five <S>. 

If the Boolean LINE<QUEUED> is set and no stations are 
responding. and the ti~e was estabtis~ed as switched. it is 
disconnected, otherwise alt stations are again single polled to 
deterMine if any stations have come on lire or changed status to 
allow LINE<QUEUED> to beco•e fatse. Exception on output is 
reported to the User Program when RETRY is exhausted. 

See the co••ents at the head of the Dynamic REQUESTS and CONTROL 
POLTCTOOYN• SELTCTCCYN• and AUTOOYNCTL for a full explanation of 
the purpose of each variable used by this CONTROL. 

Because TALLY is indexed by line <TALLYCLINEJ> MAX TALLY must be 
set in the DECLA~ATION section. If the REQUEST is not modified 
furth~r~ MAX TALLY should be set to the number of lines in the 
network. E.g.; MAX TALLY [51 for five tines. 
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The CANOE control is intenced to service stations with terminals 
of type TD or TC series. The CONTROL and the REQUESTs perform 
similarly to the standard CONTROL AUTOPOLClL with the following 
exceptions. 

a. If 24 consecutive cutputs are sent to a station and more 
outputs to that station are still QLEUEOP output activity 
is tempora~itv interrupted. and ALTOPOLL is initiated in 
order for input to be handled. CANOE Queues only one 
screen-f utl of messages to a terminal at a time; CA~DE 
can be infor•ed of a terminal•~ screen size in n~mber of 
BO-character lines. Typ1catty only one message is sent in 
response to one in~ut fro• the terminal. 

b. The AUTOPOLL POLL string containing the station addresses 
is maintained oynaaicalty as explained in the comments of 
the CANOETOCTL listing. Basically~ only those stations 
that are ON-LINE <responding ~ith an EOT or SOH when 
polled> are kept in the POLL string. Every fixed time 
period <5 mi"utesl. all stations previously considered as 
not ON-LINE are again included in the POLL string in order 
to re-detereine their ON-LINE/OFF-LINE status. If none of 
the stations respond as being ON-LINE~ each one is 
single-polled <rathe~ than autopolled> in turn until at 
least one station is fcund to respond again. 

AUTOPOLL is initiated with a TIMER ~atue depending on the 
current condition of the tine. This TIMER value is set as 
follows : 

1. One ( 1) second if output is Qt..eued tor any station 
on the tine; else 

2. Two (2) minutes i f input from any station 1 s 
disabled; else 

3. Infinite. but inte 1rruptible. 

c. If no output is aueued for a tine• and all stations are 
1

NOT REACY or input is disabled. each station is 
single-polled once then the tine is idled for two <2> 
minutes after which the CONTROL is re-entered. 
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This class of CO~TROl handles a line with more than one station 
attached except in the case of the CONVERCTL CONTROL which may 
only have one station defined per tine. 

hAME: fTPTCO~CTL 

The basic purpose of this CONTROL is to initiate the appropriate 
input or output ~EGUEST tc a station on the line. Currentty# 
there may be only one station assigned to a line using this 
COhTROL if REQUESTS TCTUPTXHITP TCTUPTRCVP or TCTUPTIO are 
utilized. However~ se~eral stations may be concatenated on a 
single tine if RE,UESTs TDPTXHIT~ TOPTRCVP or 'TOBATCHXMT are 
used. 

Upon co•pletion of a previous REQUEST <LINE <CONTROL KEY> = C> or 
notification of syste• reconfigu~ation CLINE <CONTROL KEY> = l>• 
the CONTROL checks the station on the line. If the station is 
READY• QUEUED• and MYUSE is not INPUT ONLY~ the output REQUEST is 
initiated. If the station is REAOYP £NA0LEO, and MYUSE is not 
OUTPUT ONLY• the input REQUEST is initiated. The failure to 
initiate either REQUEST fer the station causes the l1ne to be put 
in the IDLE state. 

When the line has a READ with NO TIMEOUT pending <input PT-TO-PT 
contention ~EQUEST1 and a message is QUEUED for the tine where 
there was no prfo~ •essage in the Queue. the CONTROL is entered 
with LINE <CONT~OL KEY> = 2 and the CONTROL cancels the l/C in 
process. The CONTROL is then re-entered ~ith LINE <CONTROL KEY> 
= o. 

If the station establishes itself on a switched-line# the CONTROL 
is entered with LI~E <CONTROL KEY> = 3 or LINECCONTROL KEY> = 5 
if the tine is Automatic Dial-Up CACU> at which time the CONTROL 
sets LINE <TOGC5l> = 1. Upon failure to initiate any REQUEST for 
the station. if Ll~E<TOGC5ll = 1 and the line is QUEUED~ the line 
automatically disccrnects. Other-ise. the line is put into the 
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If a REQUEST perfor•s a TERMINATE OUTPUT<RETURN), the CONTROL is 
entered with LINE <CONTROL KEY = 4). The CONTROL performs a 
CO~TINUi which assigns an output message buffer to the line for 
the station, if one is QUEUED- and returns to the REQUEST from 
which the TERMINATE OUTPUT<RETURN> was executed. 

NAME: CCNVERCTL 

The basic purpose of this CONTROL is to initiate the appropriate 
input or output RE,UEST to the station on the line. There may ~e 
only one station assigned to a line using this CONTROL since this 
is a POINT-TO-POINT conve~sational line CO~TROL. 

Upon completion of a previous REQUEST. CLINE<CONTPOL KEY> = O>• 
or notification of system reconfiguration- <LINE<CONTROL> = l>• 
this CONTROL checks the station on the line. If the station is 
READY• ENABLED, anc HYUSE is INPUT/OUTPUT, the CONTROL obtai~s an 
input/output buffer and initiates the REQUEST. If the station is 
QUEUED but not ENABLED~ the CONTROL initiates output only. 

If the station establishes itself on a switched-line. the CONTROL 
is entered with LlhE<CONTROL KEY> = 3 or LINE<CONTROL KEY> = 5 if 
the line is Autonatic Cial-Up CACU> at which time the CONTROL 
sets CTOGC51> = 1. Upon failure to initiate any REQUEST for the 
station. if Ll~E<TOGCSl> = 1 and the line is QUEUED, the lire 
auto•aticattv disconnects. Otherhise. the line is put into the 
IDLE state. 

If a REQUEST perforas a TERMINATE OUTPUT<RETURN>• the CONTROL is 
entered with LINE<CONTROL KEY> = 4. The CONTROL performs a 
CON~INUE which assig~s an cutput message buffer to the line for 
the station, if one is QUEUED• and retur~s to the REQUEST from 
which the TERMINATE OUTPUTCRETURN> was executed. 
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If a REQUEST performs a TERMINATE OUTPUT<RETURN>• the CONTROL 1s 
entered with LINE <CONTROL KEY = 4). The CONTROL performs a 
COhTINU~ which assigns afi cutput message buffer to the line for 
the station. if one is QUEUED• and returns to the REQUEST from 
which the TERMINATE OUTPUT<RETURN> was executed. 

NAME: CONVERCTL 

The basic purpose of this CONTROL is to initiate the appropriate 
input or output RE,UEST to the station on the line. There may ~e 
only one station assigned to a line using this CONTROL since this 
is a POINT-TO-POINT conversational line CO~TROL. 

Upon completion of a previous REQUEST, CLINE<CONTROL KEY> = O>~ 
or notification of system reconfiguration. <LINE<CONTROL> = l>• 
this CONTROL checks the station on the line. If the station is 
READY• ENABLED• anc HYUSE is INPUT/O~TPUT. the CONTROL obtains an 
input/output buffe~ and initiates the REQUEST. If the station is 
QUEUED but not ENAeLEO• the CONTROL initiates output only. 

If the station establishes itself on a switched-line. the CONTROL 
is entered with LlhE<CONTRCL KEY> = 3 or LINE<CONTROL KEY> = 5 if 
the line is Autcaatic Cial-Up <ACU> at wh1ch time the CONTROL 
sets CTOGC51> = 1. Upon failure to initiate any REQUEST for the 
station. if Ll~E<TOGC51> = 1 and the line is QUEUED, the lire 
auto•aticattv disconnects. Other~ise. the line is put into the 
IDLE state. 

If a REQUEST perforas a TERMINATE OUTPUT<RETURN>• the CONTROL is 
entered with LINE<CCNTROL KEY> = 4. The CONTROL performs a 
CONrINUE which assigns ar. cutput message buffer to the line for 
the station~ if one is QUEUED• and retur~s to the REQUEST from 
which the TERMINATE OUTPUTCRETURN> was executed. 
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This special RJE CONTROL operates in a manner similar to the 
CONVERCTL CONTROL except that it may be used to handle a line 
which has •ore than one station attached. 

four <4> stations must be dectared for each line in the Net~ork 
Controller. anc only one <1> line sroup is permitted. 
LINE<TALLYC6l>• LINECTALLYC71>• and LINE<TALLYC81> are used by 
this CONTROL to govern the stations on the line or the stations 
on each line within the line group. 

Only the special input/output REQUESTS named RJE and RJEHOST are 
recommended for use with this CONTROL. 

See the co•ments at the head of the REQUESTS R.JE and RJEHOST for 
a complete description of the purpose of each variable used by 
this CONTROL. 

NAME: RJE3780CNTRL 

The RJE3780/HANOLER CONTROL section is designed to drive the 
RJE3780RQST input/cutput REQUEST. The CONTROL begins with a case 
sta~ement which is driven by the value ·of 'LINE<CONTROL KEY>•. 
In this case statesent. TOGGLES and TALLYS are preset so that the 
proper actions witt be executed in the reQ~est section. For a 
co•plete description of how this CONTROL interfaces with the 
RJE3780 package• ~efer to the RJE3780 Product Specification. 
#2219 0391. This CONTROL reauires the RJE37800CLS DECLARATION 
section. 
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-------------·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---· I POLLTCTO I X I X I I CONTROLS 

1------------+---·---·---·---+---+---·---·---1 
_______ .,_ 

I POLTCTOOYN I ' I j l )( I 

·------------·---·---·---+---·---·---+---+--- 1 = POLSELCTL 
t SELECJCTD I X I X I ' I 2 = AUTOPOLCTL 

·------------·---·---·---·---+---+---·---+--- 3 = PTPTC CNC TL 
I SELTCTOOYN I I I X I 4 = CONVERCTL 

------------+---·---·---·---·---·---·---·--- 5 = RJECTL 
fASTSELTCO I X I X I 6 = AUTODY~CTL 

p ------------·---+---·---+---+---·---·---+--- 7 = CANOETOCTL 
TCTUP·TXHIT I I X I 8 = RJE3780CNTRL 

E ·---------··•·--+---•---+---•---+---+---+---TCTUPTRCV I I X I I 

Q ------------·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---TCTUPTIO I X I 1 

u ------------+---+---+---+---+---+---·---+---
TOPTXMIT t I I X I 

E -----------·•---•---+---+---+---+---+---+---TDPTRCV 1 • X I 

s ------------·---+---·---·---+---·---+---+---TOBATCHXMT I I X I 

T ------------+---+---•---+---+---+---+·--+---
WRITETTY I X I 

------------·---+---·---·---+---+---·---+---READTTY t I X i I I 

------------+---·---·---+---·---·---+---·---RJE I I X I 

------------·---+---·---·---·---+---·---+---RJEHOST I X I 

------------·---·---·---+---·---+---·---·---CA NOE P Cl T D I 1 t I I X I 

------------·---+---·---·---·---+---·---·---CANOESELTO I ' I X I 

------------+---·---+---+---·---+---+---+---CANDEFSLTO I I ' I X I 

------------·---·---+---·---+---+---+---·---I CANOEIOTTY I I X I I 

·------------·---+---+---+---·---·---+---·---I OIAGTCTDIO t X I X 1 

1------------·---·---·---·---+---+---·---+---1 
I RJE3780RQSTI t I X I 

·--------------------------------------------· X = RECOMMENDED USAGE 
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T E R M I N A L S 

I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I e I 9 I 

-------------·---+---·---·---·---·---·---·---+---· POLL T CT 0 IX IX I XI XI Xt XI XI 

------------+---·---·---+---+---+---+---+---+---POLTCTDOYN I X I X I X I X I X I X I X I 

------------·---·---·---+---+---·---+---+---·---SELECTCTD IX IX IXIXt XI XIXI 

------------+---·---·---+---+---+---+---+---+---SELTCTOOYN I X I X I X I X I X I X t X I 
R -·-·-----···+---+·--+---+---+---•---+---+---+---

f ASTSELTCO I X I X I X I X I X I X I X I 
E ---------·--•---+---+---+---+---+---+·--+---+---

TCTUPTXHIT I. X I I X I 

Q ------------·---·---+---·---+---+---·---·---+---TCTUPTRCV I X I I X I 

u ------------·---·---+---+---+---+---·---+---·---TCTUPTIO I X I I X I 

E ------------+···+·-·+·--•---+---•---+·--+---+---
TOPTXMIT I t I X I 

s ------------·---·---·---·---·---·---·---+---·---TOP'f 11CV I I X I 

T ------------+---+---+---+·--+---+---+·--+---+---
TOBATCHXMT I X I X I I 

------------+---·---+---+---·---+---·---+---+---WRITE TTY I X I 

·------------·---·---·---+---·---+---·---+---·---REAOTTY, I I I X I 

------------·---·---·---·---·---·---+---·---+---RJE. f I I I X 

------------·---+---·---+---·---+---·---·---+---· 
ff JEHOST I I X 

------------·---+---·---+---·---·---+---+---+---CANOEPOLTO I t X I I X I 

------------·---·---·---+---·---·---·---·---+---CANDESELTO I I X I I X I 

------------·---·---·---+---·---+---·---·---+---CAN DE f SL T 0 I I X I I X I 

------------·---·---·---·---·---+---·---·---·---CAhOE ICJTT Y I • X I 

·------------·---·---·---+---·---·---+---·---+---I OIAGTCTOIC I X I X I X I X I X I X I X I 

1------------1---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---IRJE3780CNTRLI 
1----~----~--~-~------~----~-~----~~-~-~-~-------

X = RECOMMENCED USAGE 


